IT-ISAC membership provides your company with a cost effective way to scale its security capabilities. The relatively modest investment in yearly IT-ISAC membership dues returns tens of thousands of dollars in value to your company. On average, IT-ISAC membership provides companies with access to over $100,000 worth of benefits each year for their annual membership. This is provided through:

- Daily IT-ISAC threat reporting that provides curated analysis, saving your analysts multiple hours of work each day.
- Engagement with 500+ leading analysts participating in the IT-ISAC. leading analysts participating in the IT-ISAC that instantly broadens and enhances your organizations cyber-security program at a fraction of the time and cost.
- Trusted, high-fidelity Indicators of Compromise (IOCs) and intelligence feeds from IT-ISAC members, partners, and the IT-ISAC team.
- Discounts for products and employee education, and training with select partners.
- Lessons learned from peer companies on successful (and unsuccessful) security practices deployed by others, saving your company time and money.
- No-cost access to an industry-leading Intelligence Management platform

"Through our membership, I have information and expertise available to me that I would not normally have. I can tap into that expertise and information at a much better cost than doing it in house."
- Steve Stellmacher, Bunge

"With the IT-ISAC on our side, we have more confidence when hunting for threats. The wide array of benefits made this an easy decision for us to join."
- Joe Pistone, MongoDB

"IT-ISAC membership is such a useful resource, it's worth every penny. The resources, information in the weekly meetings, the daily cyber reports, IOCs, Slack channels, and to be kept abreast of what is happening, is critical in our roles as IT security professionals."
- Lillian Isacks, GrammaTech

www.it-isac.org